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House Resolution 338

By: Representatives Wiedower of the 119th, Gardner of the 57th, and Wilensky of the 79th 

A RESOLUTION

Honoring and commending Kyle and Brent Pease; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Kyle and Brent Pease, brothers from Atlanta, Georgia, display continued acts2

of courage and determination to help inspire others and support inclusion for persons of all3

abilities; and4

WHEREAS, in 2011, Kyle and Brent Pease founded The Kyle Pease Foundation, which has5

supported over 125 families in an effort to improve the lives of the disabled; and6

WHEREAS, The Kyle Pease Foundation's mission statement is: "To improve the lives of7

people with disabilities through sports"; the foundation partners with race organizers to8

provide inclusive opportunities for races, from 5Ks up to Ironman competitions; and9

WHEREAS, in 2018, The Kyle Pease Foundation helped 72 families cross 248 finish lines;10

and11

WHEREAS, Kyle Pease, a highly motivated man, embraces life to the fullest every day, as12

he has overcome many obstacles, including cerebral palsy with spastic quadriplegia, to13

become an example and inspiration to all who know him; and14

WHEREAS, Kyle Pease has excelled in many wheelchair sports, including hockey, track and15

field, and soccer, and Kyle and Brent Pease have completed two Ironman events; and16

WHEREAS, Kyle and Brent Pease have completed more than 125 races, including the 201817

Ironman World Championship, four Ironman events, six Half Ironman events, and two18

marathons; and19

WHEREAS, Kyle Pease now works as a patient greeter at Piedmont Hospital, and Brent20

Pease is the executive director of The Kyle Pease Foundation; and21
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WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of these22

two Georgians be appropriately recognized.23

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that24

the members of this body honor and commend Kyle and Brent Pease for their contribution25

to their community and extend their most sincere wishes for continued health and happiness.26

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized27

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to Kyle28

and Brent Peace.29


